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This Month’s Meeting - Wednesday

21st December at the Flying Shack

This month our meeting will be the

Christmas Party. Members are invited

to bring their spouses, partners, etc, but

should inform Dick Osler in good time

on 01242-261673 or

richard.riverleys@btinternet.com

of the numbers attending to ensure that

there is no shortage of food! Things will

start happening at 8.00pm.

Competitions

Don’t forget to bring your photos.

There will be four separate photographic

competitions.

1. Photographs taken from  ground

to air,

2. Photographs taken from air to

ground

3. Photographs taken from the

ground of things on the ground

4. The Editor’s selection from

photos submitted to him during the

year  on which members will vote

for the “Severn Valley Microlight

Club Photographer of the Year”.

The only restriction on submitting

photographs is that each photograph

must have been taken by a Club

Member.

In addition Dick has compiled three

aviation based competitions to ward off

boredom and give your “little grey cells”

some exercise during the evening.

Raffle

Everyone attending should bring a

prize for the grand raffle. This should

be handed to the Treasurer on arrival in

exchange for entry forms for the

competitions and some coloured dots

with which to judge the photographic

competitions. The winners of the

competitions will be announced before

the Grand Draw towards the end of the

evening.

Food

A substantial buffet will be available for

all later in the evening.   Alcoholic drinks

plus tea and coffee will be available from

the bar during the evening as on a

normal Club night.

Quote of the Month

“Even before we had reached 300

feet, I recognized that the sky

would be my home. I tumbled out of the

airplane with stars in my eyes.” —

Geraldyn Cobb,
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Eurofox

 Groppo Trial

Safety

Christmas is a time of celebration and

many pilots plan to get airborne over

the holiday period, weather permitting.

Before you clamber aboard your aircraft

pause for a moment and consider

whether you are both fit and safe to fly.

Essentially, when did you last have an

alcoholic drink?

Alcohol is fine in the right amounts and

at the right time. One unit is generally

accepted as a half pint of ordinary

strength beer, a glass of wine or sherry

or a measure of spirits. However, the

effect is cumulative - the more you drink

the more alcohol accumulates in your

system. This could result in your being

“over the limit” the following morning.

If, however, you happen to be taking

some medication at the same time then

this could exacerbate the situation

further.

The best advice is don’t drink before

flying not only at this time of year but

always. If you party wildly after flying

remember that you could still be unfit to

fly the following morning. In some ways

flying when “under the influence” is more

dangerous than driving.

Enjoy the break but fly safely!

The Flying Show at the NEC 26th

-27th November by Dick Osler

Well, that time of year has come

around again. Around 20 club

members made it up to the NEC for the

Flying Show over the Saturday and

Sunday. I have to admit that last year I

was quite disappointed because there

seemed to be little innovation occurring

in the Microlight world. The number of

exhibitors had shrunk, Gyrocopters had

come of age, and these were attracting

the most interest. Definitely a different

story this year however. The long

awaited microlight version of the Eurofox

had arrived, and it was displayed in both

taildragger and tricycle undercarriage

form. Both variants were immaculately

turned out, and if this standard of finish

from factory kits is maintained, then they

will look fantastic.

Now on sale, another 3 axis microlight at

the show was the Skyranger Ninja. This

is the latest from the successful

Skyranger range, and this version boasts

a rigid fuselage and enhanced cabin

comfort.

Another new aircraft on show was the

Groppo Trial. This aircraft is of all metal

construction. Currently assessed as an

ultralight, there is to be a version

complete with a ballistic parachute that

will meet the microlight weight category.

A remarkably low stall speed of 32 kts is

published. To meet the weight however,

initially only a Jabiru 2200 engine is

offered. Later, there may be the option

for a Sauer engine to be fitted.

For the flexwing brigade, P & M Aviation

launched their Pulsar aircraft. This is

ostensibly a QuikR with a side-less cab.

Old favourites like the Eurostar and

Ikarus were still on display, and SSDR

flexi-wing aircraft such as the Dragonfly

were exhibited.



Bill Austin (Editor)

marshview@btinternet.com

01684 833789
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P & M Pulsar

If we are to believe what we are being

told, the growth in Gyrocopter aviation is

very strong and certainly some very

attractive aircraft were on show.

Eastbach (Spence) Airfield

Club members wishing to visit

Eastbach (Spence) Airfield are

encouraged to do so. You will be most

welcome. Just follow the correct

procedure. All landings should be made

uphill and all take-off's should be made

downhill. Initially, PPR to Bruce

Morgan (07765-342438). Join

overhead and, if landing on 19, circuits

are right hand and therefore to the west

of the airfield. Take-off will then be on 24

with a right hand circuit. If landing on 09,

circuits will be left hand and therefore to

the west of the airfield. Take-off will then

be on 01. Monitor Safetycom on 135.475

MHz and make blind calls announcing

your intentions. Don't overfly Eastbach

Court! More detailed instructions can be

found at: www.spenceairfield.co.uk.

Gloucestershire Airport

Mike, at the Flying Shack, has given

details of the opening hours for the

airport over the Christmas period in case

any members think of flying in.

Gloucestershire Airport will be closed

from 1400 on 24th Dec through Dec

26th, and from 1400 on December 31st

through January 1st.

Internet

In reading the latest edition of

Microlight Flying you might not have

registered that one of our members

features on a YouTube video. Andrew Bill

was joined by Ben Ashman and Paul

Bailey in filming the Severn Bore. The

film was put together by Ben Ashman and

can be seen by going to YouTube and

searching for “7bore microlight” or by

typing in the following link:-

<www.youtube.com/watch?V=ikNxi

AHyoy0>

Dates for your Diary 2012

27th March – 1st April – Sun ‘n Fun,

Lakeland, Florida

5th – 6th May – Microlight Trade Fair

and Fly-in – Popham Airfield

23rd – 29th July – EAA AirVenture,

Oshcosh, Wisconsin, USA

7th August - 1st September - World

Microlight and Paramotor Champion-

ships, Air Marugan, Segovia, Spain. De-

tails at <www.airmarugan.com>

31st August –2nd September – LAA

Rally, Sywell
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